FOOTBALL SURVIVOR POOL RULES - AGAINST THE SPREAD
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$20 per player per entry payable with or before submitting the first week's picks.
NO MONEY, NO ENTRY - ONLY PAID UP ENTRIES WILL BE PUT INTO THE SURVIVOR POOL.
Pick one team only, each week, to win or push against the spread .
If your team wins or pushes against the spread you continue to the next week.
You can pick a team ONLY ONCE during the regular season.
If a pool goes into the playoffs then a team can be selected more than once.
Teams picked in the regular season can be used again in the playoffs
In the playoff portion a PUSH would be a LOSS
Spreads are from VegasInsider.com (VI consensus line) on Thursday mornings each week.
Once the spreads are posted on my webpage then they will not change for that week.
Early lines could appear on the Spreads Page prior to the Thursday spreads being posted.
Games where the posted line is P ("pick") are also eligible.
"No-line" or "off" games are NOT eligible for the survivor pool.
The pool ends when there is just one entry left - winner take all.
If the pool ends with more than 1 entry left, then the pot would be split equally.
Total pot depends on total number of entries.
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No more than 3 remaining entries
Maximum split amount is approx 60% of the total pot leaving 40% for the eventual winner(s)
Split would be rounded by me to make even dollar amounts.
All remaining players must agree to the split.
All splits must be approved by me.

- All Sunday & Monday picks no later than midnight on the SATURDAY each week.
- Thursday, Friday or Saturday games - no later than the earliest starting game that day.
- PICKS NOT IN BY DEADLINES WILL BE ELIMINATED FROM THE POOL
- THERE IS NO LATE ENTRY RULE
Players should check their picks against the weekly pix sheet posted on the webpage and notify
me if there are any inputting errors on my part. I only keep emails and written picks for just over
1 week and then they may be discarded, so any inputting errors cannot be corrected after that time.
http://www.footballnazi.com/
Pool standings, weekly picks & other info will be available each week, usually on Tuesdays
My weekly picks will also be posted on the webpage.
In addition to the webpage I will usually send out a weekly email with standing & winner info.
You may use a pool name other than your real name.
Your pool name & real name must be included with your picks each week.
If you are unable to do this please don't bother with a pool name.
jlato@rogers.com
http://www.footballnazi.com/
http://www.vegasinsider.com/nfl/odds/las-vegas/

